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                                                                                                                        UCHS(6)Phy(14) 
Set I                                                                                                            Core 
                                                                2020    
                                                    Time : 1hour 30 minutes 
 Full marks:60 
 
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Answer all the questions 

 
 

Group A 
 

1. indicate the correct answer from the given alternatives.                                    15x1=15                               
 
(a) A canonical ensemble is a collection of independent assemblies having the same  
 
             ( i.)  E,V,N                                                                 (ii)  T,V,N 
             (iii)  µ, V,T                                                                (iv) µ, V,N 
 
Where E,V,N, µ,T refer to Energy, volume, No. of particles, chemical potential and 
temperature respectively. 
 
(b ) The Rayleigh-Jeans law fails to agree with the experimental curves  
 
        ( i.) at the longer  wavelength  side                                (ii) at the  shorter wavelength side 
        (iii) everywhere                                                              (iv) nowhere 
 
(c)A Phase trajectory in phase space may cross itself 
             
 
             ( i.) a finite no. of times                                             (ii)  an infinite no. of times 
             (iii)  at no point                                                         (iv) depends on the system. 
 
 
(d) Particles having integral spin are governed by 
 
              ( i.) Bose-Einstein statistics                                (ii)  Either depending on the particle 
             (iii)  Neither of the statistics                                (iv) Fermi-Dirac statistics 
 
 
( e) Fermi energy level  
 
   ( i.) is the top most filled energy level at 0K     (ii) is the top most filled energy level at 00 c                                                                    
   (iii) separates the valance band & conduction band    (iv) none of the above. 
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(f ) The relationship (Wavelength) MAX T = constant, between the temperature of a black 
body and the wavelength at which maximum value of monochromatic emissive power occurs 
is known as 
(i) Planck’s law                                                                        (ii) Kirchhoff’s law 
(iii) Lambert’s law                                                                     (iv) Wien’s law 
 
 
               
(g ) The Helmholtz free energy F is related to energy E, temperature T and Entropy S by the 
equation 
 
      ( i.)   F=E-TS                                                             (ii)  F=E+TS                                                              
     (iii)   F= E-S/T                                                           (iv) F= E+S/T 
 
 
( h)  If d is the mean distance between the particles and l is the de Broglie  wavelength of the 
particle, Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics can be applied when 
 
     ( i.)   d <<  l                                                               (ii)  d >> l 
     (iii)    d =  l                                                                (iv) None of the above. 
 
 
(i )  Pauli’s exclusion principle is obeyed by 
 
     ( i.)  classical particles                                               (ii)  Fermions 
     (iii)  Bosons                                                               (iv) None of the above 
 
 
(j )    Bose-Einstein statistics is for 
 
     ( i.)  distinguishable  particles                                   (ii)  all particles  
     (iii)  Particles with half- integral spin                         (iv) Particles with integral spin 
 
              
 
( k) The energy of subsystems is fixed in  
 
    ( i.) microcanonical ensemble only          (ii) microcanonical and canonical ensembles  
    (iii)canonical and  grand-canonical ensembles   (iv) all three ensembles.                                                                    
 
 
 
(l ) For a photon gas(black body radiation), the value of the chemical potential is 
 
             ( i.)      =  0                                                                    (ii)   = 1 
             (iii)      > 1                                                                    (iv)   = infinity 
 
 
(m)   Bose-Einstein statistics can be applied to 
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             ( i.)    Electrons                                                          (ii)  Photons 
             (iii)     Fermions                                                        (iv)   Protons 
 
 
(n) Fermi-Dirac statistics is for 
 
     ( i.)  distinguishable   particles                                   (ii)  symmetrical particles 
     (iii)  Particles with integral spin                                 (iv) Particles with half- integral spin 
 
 
(o ) An ensemble in which the individual subsystems exchange both energy and particles is 
called 
     ( i.)   grand canonical ensemble                                 (ii)  canonical ensemble 
     (iii)    microcanonical ensemble                                 (iv) None of the above. 
 
 
 
 

Group B  (very short answer questions) 
 
(Each answer should be in one or two lines )                                                             2x5=10 
                        

 
2.Write the equation connecting entropy and thermodynamic probability. Explain each 
symbol used. 
3. Write Stirling’s formula. Under what condition may the approximation be used? 
4. What is statistical independence? 
5.What do you understand by a degenerate state? 
6 Two dices are thrown simultaneously. What is the probability that the sum of the numbers 
that come on top may be 8? 
 
 

Group C  ( short answer questions) 
 

(Each answer should be within 150 words )                                                               5x7=35                           
 

7. Explain giving one example, the terms “microstates” and “macrostates”. 
8.Explain briefly what is meant by “phase space”. 
9.Deduce Wien’s displacement law from Planck’s law. 
10.State Gibb’s paradox and explain briefly how it was resolved. 
11Write the Bose-Einstein distribution law and draw a labelled  graph showing the variation 
of the mean occupation number with energy and temperature. 
12. Show under what conditions does quantum statistics reduce to Maxwell Boltzmann 
statistics? 
13.Explain why a He3 particle is considered a Fermion but a He4 particle is considered a 
Boson. 
 
-------------x---------------x---------------x----------------x------------------x------------------x-------- 


